
Chapter 3

Parts of Speech

In Yakan many roots function as more than one part of speech. For example, the root

belli *to buy' most frequently occurs as a verb meaning *to buy*; however, if mag-'in or

moN'-in is added, the root becomes the noun ma^eUihin or mamellihm *the one who buys'.

The root suwping 'flower' most frequently occurs as a noun; however, if mag- or N- is added

to the root, it becomes the verb magsumping or numping *to have flowers' or 'to flower'. The

root hap 'good' most frequently occurs as an adjective; however, if mag- is added to it, it

becomes the verb maghap *to reconcile two parties', but if ma-'in is added, it becomes the

noun mahdpm 'the good one'.

Despite the flexibility of Yakan roots to function as more than one part of speech, one

of these parts of speech is assumed to be more basic than the others. In order to identify a

root's basic part of speech, four kinds of criteria are used: semantic criteria, e.g. does the

root name a thing or an event; morphological criteria, e.g. what are the affixes that occur

with the root; syntactic criteria, e.g. what is its position in a clause; and functional criteria,

e.g. does it modify a noun. On the basis of these criteria, four major parts of speech have

been identified for Yakan roots: nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs. Seven other parts of

speech have also been identified: pronouns, indefinite quantifiers, spatial relators,

conjimctions, subordinators, grammatical markers, and interjections.

3.1. Nouns

Nouns identify things, persons, or abstract concepts. They function as the head of

noun phrases.^ Yakan has two types of nouns: imaffixed and affixed.

3.1.1, Unaffixed nouns

Unaffixed noims are simple roots that cannot be segmented morphologically.

Examples are: lama' 'house', ellew 'sun, day', nabi 'prophet', a'a 'person*, and lasa 'love'.

3.1.2. Affixed nouns

Affixed noims are of two kinds: 1) those that are not derived forms and 2) those that

are. Those that are not derived forms have roots that are nouns and take the affixes -an or

ka-an, resulting in collective nouns, as in lahing 'coconut palm' and lahingan or kalahingan

'coconut grove', or luma' 'house' and kaluma'an 'village'.

Those affixed nouns that are derived forms have roots that are verbs and adjectives

which change to nouns with appropriate affixation. For example, noims can be derived

from verbs by adding mag-in or moN-in, as for the verb bella 'to cook' which becomes

See the discussion of noun phrases in chapter 4.
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ma^Uahin or mamellahin meaning 'the cook' or *the one who cooks'. Nouns can also be

derived from verbs by adding the affixpag~an, as inpa^nahan 'stove' or *the place where

cooking is done'. In the same way, noims can be derived from adjectives by adding ma-in,

as for hap *good' which becomes mahapin 'the good one'. Abstract nouns can be derived

from either verbs or adjectives by adding ka~an, as for tekka *to arrive' which becomes

katekkahan 'arrival', or smna 'happy' which becomes kasinnahan 'happiness'.

3.2. Verbs

Verbs describe states or events. They function as predicates of verbal clauses and

frequently (but not always) take affixes that cross-reference the absolutive NP of a clause

(i.e. the subject of an intransitive clause or the object of a transitive clause). Verbs are

divided into three types: stative, active intransitive, and transitive.^

3.2.1. Stative verbs

Stative verbs express states and occur in the predicate of intransitive clauses.

Examples of stative verbs are tahak 'to be done* (26) and lenvnek 'to be fat, robust' (27).

(26) Tahak buwasin.

tahak buwas-in

done rice-TRM

The rice is done.

(27) Lemmek ne nakanakin.

lemmek ne nakanak-in

robust ASP child-TRM

The child is robust.

3.2.2. Active intransitive verbs

Active intransitive verbs represent dynamic events. They usually occur in the

predicate of intransitive clauses and do not take grammatical objects. Examples are saye 'to

laugh' (28), tingfcoZo' 'to sit' (29), and bak 'to lie down (on the back)' (30).

(28) Magsaye nakanakin.

mag-saye nakanak-in

INTR-laugh child-TRM

The child is laughing.

(29) Ningkolo' nakanakin.

N-tingkolo' nakanak-in

INTR-sit child-TRM

The child is sitting.

See chapter 7 for a more detailed discussion of verbs.
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(30) Pabak nakanakin.

pa-bak nakanak-in

DER-lie.down child-TRM

The child is lying down.

3.2,3. Transitive verbs

Transitive verbs also express dynamic events. They usually occur in transitive clauses

and take grammatical objects. Examples arepolong *to split' (31) and kehet *to cut' (32).

(31) Polong a'ahin kajruhin.

polong a'a-in kayu-in

split person-DEF wood-DEF

The person is splitting the wood.

(32) Kehetne ingketin.

kehet-ne ingket-in

cut-ERG.3SG rope-DEF

He is cutting the rope.

3.3. Adjectives

Adjectives describe the appearance, condition, or nature of a noun, or they attribute a

quality to a noun (33). Adjectives are usually unaffixed. Examples are hap *good' or

*beautifur, dUd* 'small', and haggut *cold\

(33) Niya' dende hap.

EXT female beautiful

There is a beautiful girl.

Yakan adjectives do not have comparative or superlative affixes. Instead, degrees of

gradation are signaled by adding the adverbs pesong 'more so', manamal Very' and

manamal-namal 'extremely', as in (34)-(37).

(34) Niya' luma' hadje.

EXT house big

There is a big house.

(35) Niya' luma' pesong hadje.

EXT house more.so big

There is a bigger house.
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(36) Niya' luma' hadje manamal.
EXT house big very

There is a very big house.

(37) Niya* luma' hadje manamal-namal.
EXT house big extremely

There is an extremely big house.

3.4. Adverbs

Adverbs divide into two groups. The first group modifies verbs. Examples of verb

modifiers are arak 'almost* (38), hiwal 'always' (39), and bessuwang 'suddenly' (40).

(38) Arak ku hebba'.

almost ABS.ISG topple

I almost fell.

(39) Luwal iye tuli.

always ABS.3SG sleep

He always sleeps.

(40) Bessuwang iye tekka.

suddenly ABS.3SG arrive

Suddenly he arrived.

The second group of adverbs modifies sentences by identifying a temporal setting.

Examples of temporal adverbs are kuweltu 'now' (41) and ma*m 'today' (42),

(41) Mole' ne ku kuwe'itu.

N-pole' ne ku kuwe'itu

INTR-home ASP ABS.ISG now

I will be going home now.

(42) Magdekdak ku main,

mag-dekdak ku ma'in

INTR-launder ABS.ISG today

I will do the laundry today.

3.5. Pronouns

Yakan has six types of pronouns: personal, impersonal, interrogative, indefinite,

demonstrative, and locative.
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3.5.1. Personalpronouns

Personal pronouns replace nouns and are marked for person, number, and case. Table

1 lists all Yakan personal pronoims.

Table 1. Personal pronouns
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(46) Bo'ohante ka'am mangga.
bo'o-an-te ka'am mangga
bring-VAL-ERG.lSG ABS.2PL mango

I will bring you mangoes.

All personal pronouns are marked for case except first-person singular and first-person

plural exclusive.3 Case marked pronouns form three sets: absolutive, ergative, and
oblique.'* The absolutive (ABS) set replaces nouns that are subjects of intransitive clauses

(47) or objects of transitive clauses (48).5

(47) Tahala' iye di'ilew.

leave ABS.3SG yesterday

He left yesterday,

(48) Sampangku iye di'ilew.

sampang-ku iye di'ilew

meet-ERG.lSG ABS.3SG yesterday

I met him yesterday.

The ergative (ERG) set replaces nouns that are subjects of transitive clauses (49).

(49) Sampangne ku di'ilew.

sampang-ne ku di'ilew

meet-ERG.3SG ABS.ISG yesterday

He met me yesterday.

^ One could argue that even first-person singular pronouns and first-person plural exclusive

pronouns are minimally marked for case in that the ergative forms are phonologically bound and

the absolutive forms are phonologically independent.

^ See chapter 5 for a full discussion of case marking.

^ Under certain conditions, absolutive third-person pronouns can be replaced by zero anaphors. See

section 5.3 for details.
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The oblique (OBL) set replaces nondemoted oblique nouns (50)^ and demoted objects

(51) 7

(50) Pangurungku libruhin si iye di'ilew.

paN-urung-ku libru-in si iye di'ilew

DER-give-ERG.lSG book-DEF OBL 0BL.3SG yesterday

I gave the book to him yesterday.

(51) Nampang ka'u iye.

N-sampang ka'u iye

INTR-meet 0BL.2SG ABS.3SG

He will meet you.

Genitive pronouns are homophonous with ergative pronoims. They replace possessors in

genitive NPs (52).

(52) Inin buwa'-buwa'nen.

inin buwa*-buwa'-ne-in

this toy-GEN.3SG-DEF

This is his toy.

Marked pronouns refer to the set of pronouns that occurs in certain marked constructions.

They are homophonous with oblique pronouns. Marked pronouns replace nouns that are

moved, or fronted, to a sentence-initial position and followed by a phonological pause (53).

For the ditransitive verb urung *to give*, the Theme (Patient) appears to be the preferred choice for

object; thus, the Loc (Recipient) in (50) is a nondemoted oblique. This claim is supported by the fact

that the oblique Loc of iinmg is preceded by the general oblique marker si, as are other nondemoted

oblique NPs. This contrasts with pronominal objects that are demoted to oblique (as in antipassive

constructions) in which case si is obligatorily absent. Compare the 2SG pronoun in the antipassive

construction in (51) above to its transitive coimterpzirt in (i) below.

(i) Sampangne kew.

sampang-ne kew
meet-ERG.3SG ABS.2SG

He will meet you.

In (i) the 2SG pronoun is the object and takes its absolutive form kew. In (51) the 2SG pronoun has

been demoted to oblique and takes its oblique form ka'u. Notice that the oblique marker si is

obligatorily absent, as verified by (ii) and (iii) below.

(ii) *Nampang si ka'u iye.

(iii) *Nampang iye si ka'u.

The verb sampang *to meet' behaves like a semantically transitive verb; consequendy, (51) is an

antipassive construction.
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(53) Bang aku, ga' bakas takiteku siye.

bang aku ga' bakas ta-kite-ku siye

as.for ISG not PAST CIRC-see-ERG.lSG ABS.3PL

As for me, I did not happen to see them.

They also replace nouns that are the head of a cleft construction (54)(55).

(54) Aku sinampangnen.

aku -in-sampang-ne-in

ISG TR-meet-ERG.3SG-DEF

I am the one whom he met.

(55) lye manampang akuhin.

iye ma-N-sampang aku-in

3SG NMR-INTR-meet OBLISG-DEF

He is the one who will meet me.

3.5.2, Impersonal pronoun kite (or -te)

The first-person dued pronoun kite (or -te) may also function as an impersonal

pronoun, having a meaning similar to the pronoun *one' in English, as in 'One should think

carefully before embarking on a risky venture' (56).

(56) Bang
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Table 2. Interrogative pronouns

ine *what'

sine 'who'

sumiyan *when'

intag, antag 'where*

ingge 'where, which*

sa'ingge *how'

inumey *how'

we'ey *why'

piye *how much, how many' (item)

piyangan 'how many' (people)

(57) Ine hininangnen?

ine -in-hinang-ne-in

what TR-work-ERG.3SG-DEF

What is she doing?

(58) Sine alen dende iyan?

who name woman that

What is the name of that woman?

(59) Sumiyan iye mole'?

sumiyan iye N-pole'

when ABS.3SG INTR-home

When is he going home?

(60) Piye sin mangga inin?

how.much money mango this

How much does this mango cost?

3.5.4. Indefinite pronouns

Indefinite pronoims refer to items whose identity cannot be clearly established and

often convey a imiversal meaning. These pronouns are formed by the complete

reduplication of an interrogative pronoun. The class of indefinite pronouns is given in

Table 3. Examples follow in (61)-(63).
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Table 3. Indefinite pronouns

(61)

(62)

(63)

ine-ine
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The indefinite pronouns piye-piye 'however many' (item) and piyangan-piyangan
'however many' (people) pattern like adjectives and so follow the noun that they modify
(66)(67).

(66) Melli ku tuley piye-piye kabaya'anku.
N-belli ku tuley piye-piye ka-baya-an-ku
INTR-buy ABS.ISG mZcy.fish however.many DER-want-CL-ERG. 1SG

I will buy however many tul^ fish I want.

(67) Mo'o ku a'a piyangan-piyangan mabaya*
N-bo'o ku a'a piyangan-piyangan ma-baya'
INTR-take ABS.ISG people however.many INTR-want

nuhut.

N-tuhut

INTR-go.along

I will bring however many people want to come along.

3.5.5. Demonstrative pronouns

Demonstrative pronouns modify or replace nouns. Yakan has two sets of
demonstrative pronouns.

Demonstrative set 1 pronouns

Demonstrative set 1 pronouns are always free-standing forms. The set is given in Table 4.

Table 4. Demonstrative set 1 pronouns

Spatial orientation
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When demonstrative set 1 pronoims indicate the location of a period of time, e.g. a month

or year, on a time line, they can modify a noun, but they cannot replace it (70)(71).

(70)

(71)

Pitu iye tahim miya'an.

come ABS.3SG year that

He came last year.

Tu'u iye bulan

here ABS.3SG month
miyaan,

that

He was here last month.

Demonstrative set 2 pronoims

Demonstrative set 2 pronouns are a more restricted set. These pronouns only locate

objects in space. Also they only modify nouns; they never replace them. These pronouns all

have two forms: a long form and a short form. The forms are given in Table 5.

Table 5. Demonstrative set 2 pronouns

Spatial orientation
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word stress. When short set 2 forms follow noims, word stress shifts one syllable to the right

to retain penultimate stress, but when they follow pronouns, no shift in word stress is

triggered. ^0

(74) We'ey luma'nu lu?

why house-GEN.2SG that

What (are you doing about) that house of yours?

(75) We'ey luma'lu luka?

why house-that open

Why is that house open?

3.5.6. Locative pronoims

Locative pronouns can modify a locative noun or replace it. Yakan has two sets of

locative pronouns.

Locative set 1 pronoims

Locative set 1 pronouns function only as locatives and replace locative nouns. This set

is listed in Table 6. Examples follow in (76) and (77).

Table 6. Locative set 1 pronouns

Spatial orientation
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Locative set 2 pronotms

Locative set 2 pronouns is a limited set that functions as locatives or temporals. This

set is given in Table 7.

Table 7. Locative set 2 pronouns

Spatial orientation
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Table 8. Indefinite quantifiers

kemon 'all, every'

sinduwe 'some, others*

dembuwa'-dembuwa' *each one' (item)

dangan-dangan 'each one' (people)

ekka 'many'

knlang 'few'

Depending on the specific quantifier, indefinite quantifiers pattern in different ways.

For example, certain quantifiers function as the head of a genitive NP (82)(83),

(82) Matey kemon hayepnen.

matey kemon hayep-ne-in

die all animal-GEN.3SG-TRM

All of his animals died.

(83) Pinabellihan sinduwe hayepnen.

-in-pa-belli-em sinduwe hayep-ne-in

TR-DER-sell-CL some animal-GEN.3SG-TRM

Some of his animals were sold.

Other quantifiers pattern like adjectives, following the noun or pronoun that they modify (84).

(84) Matey siye kemon.

die ABS.3PL all

They all died.

If the context is known, quantifiers may also function as pronouns, replacing NPs (85)(86).

(85) Matey kemon.
die all

All died.

(86) Bo'one kemonin hap luma'.

bo'o-ne kemon-in hap luma'

take-ERG.3SG all-DEF to house

She took ever)rthing home.

3.7* Spatial relators

Spatial relators are words that relate one object to another in space. Spatial relators

belong to three separate classes that differ in their syntactic behavior: relator noun,

preposition, and directional.
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3.7.1. Relator novns

A relator noun is an independent noun. Examples are given in (87).

(87) diyata' *on, on top of
diyawa' 'under, underneath'

diyalem 'inside'

A relator noun often occurs as the head of a genitive NP. The two nouns of the genitive NP
are locations that are related as a specific place within a more general location. The specific

place is represented by the relator noun which occurs first; the general location is

represented by the second noim which follows (88).

(88) Kasuwa'ku sinin diyalem bagku.

kasuwa'-ku sTn-in diyalem bag-ku

find-ERG.lSG money-DEF inside bag-GEN.lSG

I found the money inside my bag.

If the general location is understood from the context, a relator noim may occur as an

independent noun (89).

(89) Kasuwa'ku sInin diyalem.

kasuwa'-ku sIn-in diyalem

find-ERG. 1SG money-DEF inside

I found the money inside.

One may wonder if diyalem 'inside' in (89) is actually a noun. Sentence (90) provides

additional evidence that a relator noun can function as an independent noun. Here diyalem

is the subject of a predicate adjective clause. Notice that diyalem is marked for possession

and syntactic requiredness (TRM), grammatical categories that are marked on nominals

only.

(90) Hadje diyalemnen.

hadje diyalem-ne-in

big inside-GEN.3SG-TRM

Its inside is big.

3.7.2. Prepositions

Prepositions occur in prepositional phrases: the preposition is the head of the phrase

and is followed by a NP. Examples of prepositions are: dem 'in', duk 'with', tudju 'toward',

and hap or harap 'to, toward' (91).

(91) Pasakey
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Sentences (92) and (93) show that unlike relator nouns, prepositions cannot occur as

independent nouns.

(92) *Pasakey iye tudju.

pa-sakey iye tudju

DER-ride ABS.3SG toward

He rode (in a vehicle) toward (there).

(93) *Kabembelan tudju.

ka-bembel-an tudju

DER-block-CL toward

It is blocked toward (there).

3.7.3. Directional

Yakan has one directional (DIR): pUi or pi, its shortened form, which means 'moving

away from the speaker'. The directional is an independent word; it can occur alone (94), or

it may be followed by a prepositional phrase (95).

(94) Lumengngan iye

-um-lengngan iye

INTR-walk ABS.3SG

He is walking away.

(95) Lumengngan iye

-um-lengngan iye

INTR-walk ABS.3SG

11pi,

DIR

Pi

Pi

hap
hap

puweblo,

puweblo
DIR toward town

He is walking away toward town.

Sentence (96) shows that unlike relator nouns, pili or pi cannot function as a noun.

(96) *Kabembelan pi.

ka-bembel-an pi

DER-block-CL DIR

That direction (away from the speaker) is blocked.

The source of the directional piZi (or pi) appears to be the verb piZi (orpO 'to go' (97),

since the two morphemes have exactly the same form, and the verb *to go' is one source of

directionals in many Icmguages.

(97) PI

go

ne iye.

ASP ABS.3SG

He is going now.

^The verb lumengngan means *to walk', *to leave', and *to go out'.
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3.8. Conjunctions

Conjunctions join phrases or clauses that are the same type of structure, e.g. two noun
phrases or two verb phrases or two independent clauses. They signal relationships such as

coordination, sequence, and contrast Examples of conjimctions are given in (98).

(98) duk 'and'

atawa 'or*

bu *and, but, and what's more'

3.9. Subordinators

Subordinators join an independent clause and a dependent clause. They signal

relationships such as cause, result, purpose, time, and condition (99).

(99) duk
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